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Abstract: Kelvin's Earth cooling timeframe makes sense only when a major assumption is
exposed. Of course if Earth started as molten would only take 20-100 million years to cool to its
given state, but the Earth did not start off as molten. Explanation is provided.

The following is cut and paste from a document to prove that it exists.

Firstly, pay attention to the writing. An initially molten Earth was Kelvin's starting
point. Keep that in mind. I have hand written the explanation below.

Basically Kelvin was calculating the age of the Earth by determining how fast it would
have cooled off, given it started as molten. It did not start as molten though, it started as
plasmatic, then gaseous, then liquid (molten). It is an incredibly evolved star, not a giant cooled
off rock. So he was both correct and wrong at the same time. So where do we go from here?
Well, we could calculate the rate at which mass is lost, and that would ease the internal pressure
up causing the star to cool at faster/slower rates internally. If I had to take a stab at it, the
puffed out hot Jupiters (closely orbiting gas giants) are allowing for their internal regions to cool
off faster, and stars that do not orbit very closely to hosts can remain hot for extremely long
periods of time, because the gravitational pressure keeps them that way. So it is quite a strange
idea. It is the stars that orbit extremely close to hotter hosts that are cooling off faster, regardless
if they are called "hot", and have thousand degree surface temperatures caused by their hosts.
So in essence, Lord Kelvin was not "wrong", he was just ahead of his time and he didn't
even realize it. He was trying to force an assumption upon the calculations, before Earth had a
real evolutionary history mapped out. He just did not know what Earth actually is. The
imposed "strait jacket" was in the hidden assumptions already accepted as fact.

